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At this moment, Sara’s song “Tomorrow I’ll Marry You” has reached the end of the
stage.

When Sara finished singing the last note, all the accompanying instruments in the
venue came to an abrupt end at the same time as her voice.

The audience didn’t expect that the song would suddenly end, as if it had been cut off in
one fell swoop, feeling abrupt, yet with a sense of surprise and then developing into a
sense of unfulfillment.

And what’s even better is that, just as the sound of the whole audience’s singing and
instrumental accompaniment came to an abrupt end.

On the stage, Sara, as well as her backing dancers and accompaniment team,
simultaneously stopped their bodies in this instant, as if they had been cast in stasis,
and did not move at all.

The audience below the stage was excited and cheered, and many people shouted
loudly and neatly to let Prince Charming take the initiative to propose on stage.

But no one thought, Sara after a moment of stillness, opened her mouth and said:
“Thank you all, I sang here today, thank you again for your continued support and love,
thank you! Bye!”

After that, Sara, who was wearing a white wedding dress and standing on the stage,
suddenly started to sink and gradually disappeared in the center of the stage with the
elevator.

No one expected that she would end the concert just like that.



Many people were waiting for her to confess her love to her Prince Charming in public,
or for her Prince Charming to propose to her on stage.

But who would have thought that she would be so dashing that she would exit the stage
without looking back?

It’s like sending your lover off to a faraway place, hugging, k!ssing, and telling each
other that the heart is not enough, always feeling that the other side should turn around
and say goodbye with tears in their eyes before getting on the bus.

But the other side is in the hug, k!ss, tell each other goodbye after the dash to the car,
followed by the car door clicked shut, dry and crisp with your lover drove away, without
delay.

When the audience had not yet recovered from the two or three hours of the show, a
line of white handwritten font appeared on the big screen again.

Immediately afterward, Sara’s voice read out this passage that she had written by hand.

“I had vowed that after I find him, I would permanently quit the entertainment industry
and then focus on being by his side and being a competent and virtuous wife and
mother like his mother and my mother ……”

“So, here, I am very sorry to officially announce to all my fans who love me that I will be
permanently retiring from the entertainment industry after this tour, and thank you for
your continuous love for me.”

“I hope you can understand me and forgive me for this selfish decision, and I hope you
can all reap your own happiness in your future lives.”

“After this concert, the rest of my tour will be officially renamed as ‘Sara’s Farewell
Concert’, next, I will go to more than a dozen other cities in the country and several
other countries around the world to hold my farewell concert.”

“So as to say goodbye to my fans nationwide, and worldwide! I hope to bring my singing
career to a successful conclusion and give all my fans a perfect memory.”



“At the same time, I will also donate all the box office income from this farewell concert
tour to the China Charity Foundation, the money will be used specifically to help
orphans around the country. “

“This way they can have a better growing environment, to enjoy better living conditions
and educational resources, my agency will also put the financial income data of each
concert on the entire network and it will also disclose the financial data of each concert
on the internet and ask a notary to audit it.”

“Here, I also call on the majority of fans who have the ability to do their part to help
orphans, so that the nation’s orphans will no longer be displaced, no longer lack food
and clothing, and no longer have low self-esteem and discrimination.”

“Finally, here’s wishing us all, a slow road ahead and a promising future, cheer!”

After Sara’s recording finished reading these paragraphs, the lights inside the entire
stadium suddenly lit up.


